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Weekends are the time when you are all by yourself. Away from all official work, so it is the time for
you to relax and spend quality time. You can also consider spending time amidst nature or leave for
a nearby tourist destination. If you are located anywhere near, Ireland you can consider spending
the weekend in dublin. It is the capital and the most populous city of Ireland. It was originally a
Viking settlement. However, a Norman invasion changed it all. It is an important tourist attraction
today. 

Once you have arrived here, you will realize that you have arrived at the party capital of the world. If
you are a party freak, you have chosen a right place. This is a place, which simply rocks after
sunset. It is in fact an ideal stag party destination. There are numerous bars and pubs where you
can drown yourself in liquor. The Irish capital is known for its hospitality. If you are tired of
homemade food, you can enjoy your time at the numerous restaurants located all over the city.
Chefs will strive hard to prepare mouthwatering dishes for you. If you have a knack for adventure,
the kart tracks here are ready to welcome you.

Just a mere sight of this city will impress you. The architecture is worth looking at. The Samuel
Beckett Bridge, Dublin castle and the Trinity college are worth a shot, The Spire of Dublin behind
the statue of Jim Larkin is a sight you simply just cannot afford to miss. You will really enjoy your
dublin weekends visit. Accommodation is not at all a problem there as, there are plenty of hotels
where the room rates are cheap. Therefore, if you are pondering about where to spend your
weekend holiday leave all your worries and catch the first flight to enjoy the Dublin weekends.
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Julia Roger - About Author:
For more information on a dublin weekends, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a weekend in dublin!
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